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Life is a grindstone, 

but whether it grinds 

us down or polishes  

up depends on us.. 

(unknown) 
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Hacker’s Creek Pioneer Descendants Library in Horner, WV 

Preparing to Visit a Genealogical Library 

It is easy to feel overwhelmed by the many resources found in 

a genealogical library.  The following are tips to help you fo-

cus  and have a successful visit. 

 Consider on calling ahead to alert the library of your visit.  

They can look through documents or books and pull for  

your visit.  This can save valuable research time. 

 Identify: What is your main goal? Are you looking for docu-

mentation to prove a birth, or death date?  Figure out ex-

actly what info you want to research, before you step into 

the library. 

 Brainstorm: Consider the documents that might be helpful 

in your research.  Don’t revisit research you already have. 

 Decide:  What research is most important to you? Ceme-

tery records? Birth Records? Death records? Newspaper 

articles? Photos?  

 Get Organized: Be sure to have all the information you 

need readily available. Have a backup available either on 

a flash drive or in the cloud. 

Enjoy your visit!  Plan on more than a one time visit.  In to-

day’s world many records can be scanned and sent by email 

or mailed for a small fee. 

 

Merry Christmas from HCPD! 
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Slave Hire Badge 
 
I came across an article from a 1997 Treasures Magazine that I found very interesting. 
The article told of a Slave Badge that was found worth $10,000.  I never heard or knew 
of Slave Badges, so I did a little research.  This is some info I found and the picture is a 
scan of the Badge that the gentleman found.  Had you ever heard of Slave Badges? 
West Virginia did have slaves, but I don’t know if slave badges were incorporated in the 
area.  By 1860 the use of slave labor in WV was about 48% agriculture, 16% in com-
merce, 20% in industry and 15% in mixed occupations. 
 
Badge laws existed in several southern United States cities.  The city known to have im-
plemented a rigid and formal regulatory system is Charleston, SC.  The slave-hire sys-
tem of the 1700’s-1800’s produced a curious object the Slave Badge.  The badges were 
intended to legislate the practice of hiring a slave from one master to another, and 
slaves were required by law to wear them. A city ordinance at that time required all free 
persons of color age fifteen or older to wear these badges in plain view.  Slave badges 
have become quite collectible.  
 
A quarter to a third of white Southern families were slaveholders. The rest of the popula-
tion, likely contracted to purchase slave labor on a part-time basis. The masters could 
market their slaves labor and skills by having them work outside their home. Controlled 
by the city tax assessor, these badges also made it easier to record an annual tax paid 
on each slave by the owner. It was up to the master whether he would take all the paid 
hire out funds or give part to the slave. 
 
The badge or “slave tags” came in varied size and shape. They were stamped with the 
year, the slave’s number, the occupation of slave, and sometimes the name of the silver-
smith who made them. They were punctured with a hole and was probably worn around 
the neck on a string or chain. 

 



Scan of The annals of Pharmacy in WV. By Roy Bird Cook 1946 

A lady called the library one day and wanted to know if there was ever a drugstore in Weston called Morrow. 

She had been to an auction and purchased an old bottle with the name Morrow, Weston, WV. on it.   At the time 

I had no answers for her, but after a little digging found “yes” there had been one.  

 



 



I found an interesting article from the Exponent-Telegram published in 1977, but 

dates back to the early 1800-1900’s. It tells of a different time of how our ancestors 

prepared for death.  This is just a short overview of the article. I have scanned and 

included the pattern of a simple coffin that was made and used in days pass. 

The wake for a loved one was ceremonious.  Immediately after a loved one passed, 

they were carried to a spare room and placed on a bed or cot.  Sometimes the kitch-

en or dining table was used, as many of the tables were solid wood.  The eyelids 

were closed carefully and the lower jaw tied with a scarf and knotted at the top of the 

head.  This had to be done before rigor mortis caused the body tissues to harden.  

The corpse was then bathed, dressed and covered with a sheet to wait for the cas-

ket.  Many families included beautiful quilts or homemade attire for their loved ones 

to be buried with. 

The first night of the wake a neighbor or two would come to keep watch.  By the sec-

ond day the body lay in state in the coffin. During this time family members came 

together to pay their respects.  They would eat, share memories and sing and pray.  

The funeral for the deceased was usually held at a local church.  The church bell 

rang noting of a loved one passing, and usually the bell would toll the age. 

In time, some of the coffin makers became professional undertakes, taking over the 

entire funeral arrangements. Usually transporting the deceased by horse drawn 

hearse clothed in black and the undertaker dressed in black. 

Today all is taken care of by the funeral homes to ease our hearts, but leaving many 

of us with a big financial burden that can add to our grief. 

Coffin Makers of the Hills 



Don’t Slump 

This is a scan from a 1919 Bulletin of The West Virginia State Department of Health. 

I would say this is probably true for then and now.  Don’t you remember your Mother, Grandmother or 

Teacher saying “Sit up  straight.” 

 



Update on the Stalnaker Family Association 

Submitted by  HCPD Life Time Member Sandy Stalnaker Wilson 

 

On July 15th and 16th the Jacob Stalnaker Cabin in Beverly, WV had approximately 

200 people visit the cabin.  One person that visited was from Paris, France during the 

History Day at the Cabin. 

At the Stalnaker Family Association and Annual Meeting, the membership voted to 

change the name to the "Captain Samuel Stalnaker Heritage Society” to better reflect 

on the true meaning of the association which is preserve our “living history “ in America.  

Brad Stalnaker of the West Virginia University had an informative speech about his job 

and videos about his work at the university and many of his productions.  Brad Stal-

naker is from Elkins, West Virginia and is currently the Professional Technologist for 

WVU.  It was enjoyed by everyone in attendance. 

Next year’s speaker will be Steven Stalnaker, the former secret service agent that was 

guarding President Reagan that day that he was shot.  Please mark your calendar for 

July 15th to hear his story. 

On July 27th Mark Bowe of Barnwood Builders on DIY TV taped a segment on the Ja-

cob Stalnaker Cabin for a future show.  The Stalnaker Family Association "Captain 

Samuel Stalnaker Heritage Society” Board of Directors made the trip to the cabin to tell 

the Stalnaker Family story here in America.  Mark Bowe was very impressed with our 

story and how we meet annually to celebrate our “living history” in Beverly, WV.  He ex-

pressed his sincere appreciation for what the family members from all over the US have 

done to preserve this area of West Virginia and for stimulating the economy in the area. 

Sorry, at this time I do not have a date when the program will air.  You can check your 

local TV listings for the upcoming programs that air on Sunday evenings. 

Sandy Stalnaker Wilson 

Secretary of the Stalnaker Family Association “Captain Samuel Stalnaker Heritage So-

ciety” 

You can check out their website at: www.stalnakerfamilyassoc.org 

 



This article was submitted by one of our new members, Maurice M. Bursey.  Enjoy! 



 



LOST ON THE MOON 

Your spaceship has just crash-landed on the moon.  You were schedule to rendezvous with 

a mother ship 200 miles away on the lighted surface of the moon but the rough landing has 

ruined your ship and destroyed all the equipment on board except for the 15 items listed be-

low.  Your crew’s survival depends on reaching the mother ship so you must choose the 

most critical items available for the trip.  Your task is to rank the 15 items in terms of their im-

portance for survival.  Place the number 1 by the most important, number 2 by the second 

most important, and so on. 

 

Box of matches ———— 

 Food concentrate ________   

 Fifty feet of nylon rope _________ 

 Parachute silk ___________ 

 Solar-powered portable heating unit ________ 

 Two 45-caliber pistols _________ 

 One case of dehydrated milk __________ 

 Two 100-pound tanks of oxygen _________ 

 Stellar map (of the moon’s constellations) _________ 

 Self-inflating life raft ________ 

 Magnetic compass _________ 

 Five gallons of water _________ 

 Signal flares __________ 

 First-aid kit containing injection needles ________ 

 Solar-powered FM receiver-transmitter ___________ 

 

 

The answer will be posted on our website www.hackerscreek.com .  You will find it under our 

Blog.  

 



A Few of our Best Selling Books 

These books are full of local historical information.  If your ancestors  lived  in the area, you are almost 

guaranteed  they may be mentioned in these books.   In the next couple of months I will be revamping 

our book store on our website.  You will be able to see pictures of the books and read overview of the 

books.  Purchase can be made from the website. 

COLLINS SETTLEMENT OF OLD (HC-7107) $9.00 

 from the original press manuscript as it appeared in The Weston independent 1921-1922. Written by David B. Cook of 

the Independent. Typed and indexed for HCPD by Linda B. Meyers in 2001. 53 pages. Indexed. Soft-bound. Explores the 

history of Collins Settlement and names many of the persons living there. It some cases, it tells where migrated when leav-

ing Lewis County. Contains a great deal of genealogy.  

OLIVER LETTERS: Early Recollections of the Town of Weston (HC-7037) $10.00 

 Compiled & Indexed by Linda Brake Meyers. A collection of letters published in Weston newspapers in 1982 from 

George P. Oliver describing the town of Weston, West Virginia, in 1844. He also describes the folks who lived there as well 

as some of the people out in the county. Worth its weight in gold for researchers of Lewis County.  

THEY STARTED IT ALL HC-7949) $9.50 

 by Joy Gilchrist with assistance from Robert B. Smith. A guide to Historic Hacker's Creek, 64 pages of history on 34 his-

toric sites. Easy reading. 64 pages.  

FORTS OF WEST VIRGINIA (HC-7035) $5.00 

 An overview of forts in what is now West Virginia and a brief study of the persons who built and/or lived in them. Includes 

names and dates. Abstracted from History of West Virginia Old and New by James Morton Callahan. Prepared by Perry 

Brake and indexed by Linda B. Meyers. Indexed. 15 pages. Staple bound soft cover.  

A PICTORIAL HISTORY OF OLD LEWIS COUNTY: THE CROSSROADS OF CENTRAL WEST VIR-

GINIA (HC-7091) $25.00  (nice hardback) 

 "Hardy, tenacious, fiercely independent, Indians, Scotch-Irish, Germans, "Stonewall" Jackson, General Lightburn, Fred-

die Wyant. Trans-Allegheny Asylum for the Insane, the Ice Cream Cone, the Bailey House. Oil and gas, coal, hand blown 

glass. All describe old Lewis County, the heart of Central West Virginia, where from 1769 to the present its citizens have 

seen prosperity come and go, where today the community struggles to propel itself into the twenty-first century through tour-

ism and recreation and the newly created Stonewall Jackson Lake." So begins the dust-jacket text of A Pictorial History of 

Old Lewis County: The Crossroads of Central West Virginia. This fully indexed, 224-page award-winning book contains 

more than 300 pictures and interesting descriptive prose of life in Lewis County. With very few exceptions, every person in 

every photograph is identified. Text from the photograph captions define the script of the book without being repetitive. Writ-

ten under the auspices of the Hacker's Creek Pioneer Descendants by the late Charles H. Gilchrist and his wife, Joy L. 

Gregoire Gilchrist (now DeFazio), the book is a "must read" for those with roots in Lewis County. Published by Donning Pub-

lishing Company, a subsidiary of Walsworth Publishing Company.  

 LEWIS COUNTY, WEST VIRGINIA: HER PEOPLE AND PLACES (HC-7090) $30.00 (nice hard-

back) 

 Alphonse de Lamartine said, "History is neither more nor less than biography on a large scale." And so it is with the new-

ly release companion to the above book. Lewis County, West Virginia: Her People and Places contains more than 600 true 

stories of Lewis County families, businesses, events, and places of yesterday and today written by people from Washington 

State to Florida and Maine to New Mexico, with a few from West Virginia thrown in for good measure. More than 500 photo-

graphs define the text and add color to this book, the colorful dust jacket of which features the beloved McWhorter cabin at 

Jackson's Mill. Edited by Joy L. Gilchrist- Stalnaker with help from a cadre of volunteers across the country, this 256-page 

book is indexed.  



 

The BIG 4  

These books are timeless.  They have so much information and help you to understand the formation and 

history of our local area.  They tell interesting stories of the founding Fathers and  the culture of our ances-

tors. The set makes a valuable addition to your genealogy library.  You will refer back to them many times. 

You can purchase these books and other books by calling us 304-269-7091, emailing us 

hcpd@hackerscreek. com or going to the Sleeth Trading Post listed on our website 

www.hackerscreek.com. 

 

NOTES ON THE SETTLEMENT AND INDIAN WARS (HC-7524) $16.95 

 Joseph Doddridge describes the settlement and Indian wars of the western parts of Virginia and Pennsylvania from 1763 to 1783 inclu-

sive. ONE OF THE BIG FOUR! Annotated. Paperback. Indexed. 320 pages.  

 

HISTORY OF THE EARLY SETTLEMENT AND INDIAN WARS OF WEST VIRGINIA. (HC-7522)$16.95 

 Wills De Hass. An account of the various expeditions in the west, previous to 1795. The early history of that which relates to Western Vir-

ginia and its borders is of special interest to our historical heritage. ONE OF THE BIG FOUR. Paperback. 416 pages.  

BORDER SETTLERS OF NORTHWESTERN VIRGINIA HC-7525) $16.95 

 Written by Lucullus McWhorter. and later annotated by Thwaites. McWhorter explored the lives and times of several families who lived 

along the western frontier during the last half of the seventeenth century with special emphasis on the French & Indian War, the Revolution, 

and border warfare. This book is a definite "must have" for anyone interested in pioneer life in northwestern Virginia (now West Virginia), 

Ohio, and Kentucky and should take its place alongside Wither's CHRONICLES OF BORDER WARFARE, Doddridge's NOTES ON THE 

SETTLEMENT AND INDIAN WARS, and DeHass' HISTORY OF THE EARLY SETTLMENT AND INDIAN WARS OF WEST VIRGINIA. ONE 

OF THE BIG FOUR. Indexed.  

CHRONICLES OF BORDER WARFARE (HC-7526) $16.95 

 Written by Alexander Scott Withers (ISBN 0-87012-000-X. Revised edition of the famous history of the settlement of northwestern Virginia 

(West Virginia) and of the Indian wars in that section. Edited and annotated by Reuben Gold Thwaites. Original compilers of the information 

were William Hacker and William Powers. Withers was given the contract for the book after Hacker's and Power's deaths by a Mr. Israel, a 

Clarksburg, (West) Virginia, publisher. ONE OF THE BIG FOUR! Paperback. 468 pages. Indexed.  



 BACK, ROW 

Evelyn Rogers, Irma Curtis, Eva Newlon, Joy DeFazio, Elaine Allman Coulter, Audrey Mick Brown, 

Doris Dean, Randall Nicholson 

FRONT ROW 

Patty Lesondak, Ex. Dir, Bertha Allman, Betty Ann Nicholson 

MISSING from photo: 

Cary Williams, Ann Wilfong, Marjorie Price 

 

2017 HCPD Board Members 

Angel being placed at the  Weston 

State Hospital years ago.  They 

now are on the  side wall of the 

Glass Museum. 



Contact Us 

Give us a call for more 

information about our li-

brary.  

HCPD 

45 Abbott’s Run Road 

Horner, WV 

(304) 269-7091 

hcpd@hackerscreek.com 

Visit us on the web at 

www.hackerscreek.com 

FYI: The library will be closed for the holidays from  

 December 23th until Jan. 2, 2018.  I will still check email. 

 

 UPCOMING EVENTS: 

Valentine Gift Raffle starting January 8th, 2018.  Will post 

items to be raffled. 

Used book sale starting January 4th, 2018.  Will list book 

around this date. 

Hope you enjoy this newsletter.   I would appreciate member family 

stories or interesting research tidbits.  I have a special file where I 

collect and save any stories, articles, pictures, etc. to share in up-

coming newsletters.  You don’t have to be a professional writer to 

submit your stories. We love the family stories! Memories from your 

past and even Mother or Grandma’s recipes. 

 

HCPD 

45 Abbott’s Run Rd 

Horner, WV  26372 
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HERE 

 


